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Abstract: Forecasting the future evolution of a system based only on past information comprises a central scientific
problem. In this work we investigate the comparative performance of recurrent multi–layer perceptrons, trained
through backpropagation through time and the differential evolution algorithm, to perform one–step–ahead predic-
tions for the laser time series (Data set A) from the Santa–Fe Time Series Prediction and Analysis Competition [1].

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the central problems of science is forecasting. This problem can be summarized in the following
question: “Given the past how can we predict the future?” [2]. The classic approach is to build an explanatory
model from first principles and measure initial data. This approach is not feasible in fields where we still lack
the first principles necessary to construct reliable models of the underlying system dynamics. Here we assume
knowledge of just the time series.

We investigate the comparative performance of Recurrent Multi–Layer Perceptrons (RMLPs) [3] trained us-
ing Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) [4] and the Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) [5], on the task of
generating one–step–ahead predictions for the laser time series (Data set A) from the Santa–Fe Time Series Pre-
diction and Analysis Competition [1]. The obtained experimental results indicate that training RMLPs using the
DE algorithm produces networks with higher generalization capability compared to BPTT.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents theoretical aspects of artificial neural networks
relevant to the problem of function approximation and prediction of time series; Section 3 provides a brief overview
of the training algorithms employed, namely DE and BPTT; in Section 4 the experimental results obtained are
presented; the paper ends with conclusions in Section 5.

2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are parallel computational models comprised of densely interconnected,
simple, adaptive processing units, characterized by an inherent propensity for storing experiential knowledge and
rendering it available for use. ANNs resemble the human brain in two fundamental respects; firstly, knowledge is
acquired by the network from its environment through a learning process, and secondly, interneuron connection
strengths, known as synaptic weights are employed to store the acquired knowledge [6].

Two critical parameters for the successful application of ANNs are the appropriate selection of network ar-
chitecture and training algorithm. The problem of identifying the optimal network architecture for a specific task
remains up to date an open and challenging problem. For the general problem of function approximation, the
universal approximation theorem proved in [7, 8, 9] states that:

Theorem 2.1 Standard Feedforward Networks with only a single hidden layer can approximate any continuous
function uniformly on any compact set and any measurable function to any desired degree of accuracy.

An immediate implication of this theorem is that any lack of success in applications must arise from inadequate
learning, insufficient number of hidden units, or the lack of a deterministic relationship between the input and the
target. A second theorem proved in [10] provides upper bounds for the architecture of a feedforward neural network
destined to approximate a continuous function defined on the unit cube in ��� .
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Theorem 2.2 On the unit cube in ��� any continuous function can be uniformly approximated, to within any error
by using a two hidden layer network having 2n+1 units in the first layer and 4n+3 units in the second layer.

Assuming, that the input vector for the network consists of a number of delayed observations of the time series,
and the target is the next value, then the universal myopic mapping theorem [11, 12] states that any shift-invariant
map can be approximated arbitrarily well by a structure consisting of a bank of linear filters feeding a static
Feedforward Neural Network (FNN). This type of ANN is known as Focused Time–Lagged Feedforward Neural
Network (FTLFN). The universal myopic theorem is limited to shift invariant maps. An immediate implication
of this limitation is that FTLFNs are suitable for modeling stationary processes [6]. To overcome this limitation
one alternative is to distribute the impact of time throughout the structure of a feedforward network rather than
incorporating time only at the input end. This approach has given rise to the Distributed Time Lagged Feedforward
Networks (DTLFNs) [13]. DTLFNs employ connections with time delays. In other words, synaptic weights act as
finite impulse response filters.

Alternatively, one can employ Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to model time–varying processes. The gen-
eral property that renders such networks interesting is their ability to manifest highly nonlinear dynamical behav-
ior [14]. Unlike feedforward neural networks, units in RNNs are fed by activities from previous time steps through
recurrent (feedback) connections. Thus, contextual information is retained enabling RNNs to model successfully
time series. RNNs were successfully applied in many real–life applications where processing time–dependent
information was necessary.

3 SUPERVISED TRAINING ALGORITHMS

The efficient supervised training of ANNs is a subject of considerable ongoing research and numerous algo-
rithms have been proposed to this end. Training RNNs can be considered as the problem of identifying a particular
dynamical system among a parameterized family of such systems that best fits the desired specification. Super-
vised training amounts to the global minimization of an appropriately chosen network error function � . The rapid
computation of a set of weights that minimizes this error is a rather difficult task since, in general, the number of
network weights is large and the resulting error function generates a complex surface in the weight space, charac-
terized by multiple local minima and broad flat regions adjoined to narrow steep ones. Next, a brief exposition of
the training algorithms considered, is provided.

3.1 Backpropagation through time

BPTT is a powerful tool with applications to pattern recognition, dynamic modeling, sensitivity analysis, and
the control of systems among others [4]. Similarly to the backpropagation algorithm for FNNs, BPTT is based
on the steepest descent unconstrained optimization method. The description of the underlying principles of this
algorithm that follows is based on [14].

Let � denote a single layer RNN to be trained. Also assume that � has 	 units and that it is to run from time 
��
to time 
� ��� . As described in [6] we can “unroll” � in time to obtain a feedforward network ��� which has a layer
for each time step in the interval � 
�����
� ����� , and 	 units in each layer. Each unit in � has a copy in each layer of��� , and each connection from unit � to unit � in � has a copy connecting unit � in layer � , to unit � in layer ����� ,
for �! "� 
#�$��
� �$�&% . A simple example of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. The key insight driving BPTT is that
to compute '(�*)+
 � ��
  ��� %�, '.-0/21 in � , one simply computes the partial derivatives '(�*)3
 � ��
  ��� % with respect to each
of the )3
  ���54 
 � % copies of -0/61 in ��� and adds them up. Thus, the problem of computing the error gradient in �
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Figure 1: (a): Recurrent network � (b): “Unrolled” network � �
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reduces to the problem of computing the error gradient in �7� , for which the standard backpropagation algorithm
can be used. For a thorough mathematical derivation refer to [4, 14].

3.2 Differential evolution algorithm

DE is a novel minimization method [5], capable of handling nondifferentiable, nonlinear and multimodal objec-
tive functions. DE has been designed as a stochastic parallel direct search method, that utilizes concepts borrowed
from the broad class of evolutionary algorithms. The method typically requires few, easily chosen, control param-
eters. A comparative investigation of the DE algorithm on the problem of training FNNs is provided in [15]. DE
has been applied to train FNNs with integer weights and threshold activation functions [16], DTLFNs [17], as well
as spiking neural networks [18].

DE is a population–based stochastic algorithm that exploits a population of potential solutions, individuals, to
probe the search space. New individuals are generated by the combination of randomly chosen individuals from the
current population. This operation is referred to as mutation. Specifically, for each individual -98: , ;=<>�$�@?@?�?A�NP,
where B denotes the current generation index, a new individual C /:EDGF (mutant individual) is generated according to
one of the following mutation strategies:

C /:HDIF <J-LKNM#OQP: �SR�)3-5T�U: 4 -5TWV: % � (1)

C /:HDIF <X- T�U: �SR�)3- TWV: 4 - TWY: % � (2)

C /:HDIF <J- /: �SR�)3- KNM#OQP: 4 - /: % �ZR�)+- T U: 4 - T V: % � (3)

C /:HDIF <X-LKNM#OQP: �ZR�)+-5T�U: 4 -5T�V: % �ZR�)+-5T�Y: 4 -[T#\: % � (4)

C /:HDIF <]- T�U: �SR�)3- TWV: 4 - TWY: % �SR�)3- T#\: 4 - TW^: % � (5)

C /:HDIF <_)+- T�U: �Z- TWV: �Z- TWY: %�,a` ��)2bdc 4 b F % )+- T�U: 4 - T�V: %�e)2bdf 4 bdc % )+- TWV: 4 - T�Y: % ��)2b F 4 bdf % )+- TWY: 4 - T�U: % (6)

where - K&M#O+P: is the best member of the previous generation; RXgih is a real parameter, called mutation constant,
which controls the amplification of the difference between two individuals so as to avoid the stagnation of the
search process; and j F ��j c ��j f ��j�k$��j�lm Jno���Epq�@?�?@?H�E; 4 ���E;r�X�$�@?@?�?A��s�t9u , are random integers mutually different
and different from the running index ; . The mutation strategy of Eq. (6) is known as the trigonometric mutation
operator, and has been recently proposed in [19]. This mutation strategy performs a mutation according to Eq. (6)
with probability ��v and a mutation according to Eq. (2) with probability )�� 4 �Nv % . The formulae to computeb./��w�x<yno���Epq� ` u and b.z are given in [19]. Note that in the experimental results reported in Section 4 we also
investigate the performance differences among the various possible mutation strategies.

To increase further the diversity of the mutant individuals, the resulting individuals are combined with other
predetermined individuals – the target individuals – and this operation is called crossover. Specifically, for each
component { ( {G<|�$��pq��?@?@?H��} ) of the mutant individual C 8:EDGF , we randomly choose a real number j in the interval� h~�@� � . Then, we compare this number with the recombination constant, � . If j��|� , then we select, as the { –th
component of the trial individual � 8:HDIF , the { –th component of the mutant individual C 8:HDIF . Otherwise, the { -th
component of the target vector, - 8: , becomes the { –th component of the trial vector. This operation yields the trial
individual. Finally, the trial individual is accepted for the next generation if and only if, it yields a reduction in the
value of the error function. This is the selection operation.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first step in the analysis and prediction of time series originating from real–world systems is the choice of an
appropriate time delay, � , and the determination of the embedding dimension, } . To select � a standard approach
is to use the value that yields the first minimum of the mutual information function [20]. For the considered time
series the first minimum occurs at �X<�p , as illustrated in Fig. 2. To determine the minimum embedding dimension
for state space reconstruction we applied the method of “False Nearest Neighbors” [21]. As illustrated in Fig. 2 the
proportion of false nearest neighbors as a function of } drops to zero for }�<�� . For the computation of the
mutual information and the false nearest neighbors we employed the corresponding routines from the TISEAN
software package [22].

Numerical experiments were performed using a Neural Network C++ Interface developed under the Fedora
Linux ��? h operating system using the GNU compiler collection (gcc) version ` ? ` ? p . After experimentation with
alternative RMLP architectures we selected the one hidden layer topology � – � – � . The learning rate for the BPTT
algorithm was set to h�?�� and the algorithm was allowed to perform �&��h�h iterations per experiment. For all the
mutation strategies of the DE algorithm, the parameter setup used was; a population size of ` h individuals; a
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Figure 2: Mutual information as a function of � (left) and proportion of “false nearest neighbors” as a function of} (right).

maximum number of iterations equal to ` h�h ; R was set to h~?6� ; � was equal to h�?6� ; and finally for the trigonometric
mutation operator of Eq. (6) the parameter � v was set to h�?�� .

As training set for the RMLPs we used the first ��h$h�h observations of the data set, as was the case in the
competition. The next ��h$h observations were used to formulate the test set on which the performance of the RMLPs
was evaluated. To evaluate the generalization capability of the trained RMLPs, three performance measures were
employed, the Mean Relative Error (MRE), the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE), and the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE). The definitions of these measures are given in Eqs. (7)–(9):

MRE < ��
�3�3�&��
�+���+�

������ � 4i�� �� �
���� � (7)

NMSE < ����
�3������+��� � ) � � 4i�� � %�
�3������+���+� ) � � 4 � %

� (8)

RMSE < ��
�3�3�&��
�+��� � ) � � 4i�� � %

c � (9)

where
�

stands for the length of the series (
� <_
  ����4 
 � ), � � is the true value of the series at time 
 , �� � is the

predicted value for � � , and � is the mean value of the series over the period � 
 � ��
  ��� � .
max mean min std

MRE p~? �$� �$? p$� h~? �o� h�? ���
BPTT NMSE p~?��&� �$? ho� h�? �o� h�? �$h

RMSE h�? ��� h�? ` � h~?6p�� h�?��&h
MRE �$? h$  h�?6��h h~? �¡� h�?��& 

DE1 NMSE h�?  op ¢£?6¤d¥ h�? �¡p h�?����
RMSE h�? ` � ¢�?6¦.¢ h~?6pa� h�? h `
MRE �$? po� h�? �$h h~?6�a� h�? p$p

DE2 NMSE �$? � ` h�? �$� h�? �o� h�? p��
RMSE h�? �¡� h�? ` � h~?6p�� h�? ho�
MRE �$? ` � h�? ��� h~? �o� h�? po�

DE3 NMSE h�?  $� h�?6��h h�? ��� ¢£?�§~¥
RMSE h�? ` � h�? ` p h~?6p�  ¢£?6¢d¥
MRE �$? �o� h�?6� ` h~? ��� h�? ` �

DE4 NMSE ¢£? ¨d¤ h�? �$� ¢�?2¥�¨ h�?��&�
RMSE ¢£?6¦d© h�? ` h ¢�?2¥.¢ h�? h��
MRE �$? p~� h�? �op ¢�? ª�¥ h�? p~�

DE5 NMSE �$? p~� h�?6��� h�? ��  h�?��a�
RMSE h�? �¡p h�? `$` h~?6p�  h�? h `
MRE ¢£?6«�ª ¢�?6¤.« h~? �$  ¢£?¬§q©

DE6 NMSE h�?  $h h�?6��h h�? �oh h�?��& 
RMSE h�? ` � h�? ` � h~?6pa� h�? h��

Table 1: One–step–ahead prediction performance on the test set
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Table 1 reports the performance of the considered algorithms on the problem of one–step–ahead prediction on
the test set over ten experiments. The notation DE  is used to refer to the DE algorithm incorporating the mutation
strategy of Eq.(  ). For each of the three performance measures, the maximum (max), mean, minimum (min), and
the standard deviation (std), is reported. Furthermore, the lowest value attained for each measure is bold–faced.

The results reported in Table 1 indicate that training through the DE algorithm yields a significant improve-
ment in the performance of the considered RMLPs. With respect to all the measures considered, all the mutation
strategies of the DE algorithm managed to outperform BPTT. In particular, the lowest maximum (best worst case
performance) and mean MRE, as well as, the lowest standard deviation with respect to this measure, were attained
using the trigonometric mutation operator DE6, while DE5 attained the lowest minimum MRE value (best case
performance). DE4 produced RMLPs with the lowest maximum and minimum performance with respect to the
NMSE and RMSE measures. The lowest mean values for these measures were achieved by DE1, while training
through DE3 yielded the lowest standard deviation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we investigated the comparative performance of Recurrent Multi–Layer Perceptrons trained using
Backpropagation Through Time and the Differential Evolution algorithm, on the task of generating one–step–
ahead predictions for the laser time series (Data set A) from the Santa–Fe Time Series Prediction and Analysis
Competition [1]. To evaluate the performance of the trained networks, three measures were used, namely the Mean
Relative Error, the Normalized Mean Squared Error, and the Root Mean Squared Error. The Differential Evolution
algorithm managed to outperform Backpropagation Through Time with respect to the maximum, mean, minimum
and standard deviation of all three performance measures, irrespective of the choice of mutation strategy. From
the six alternative mutation strategies considered, the most promising results were obtained by the first, fourth and
sixth (refer to Section 3.2). In the future we intend to investigate the application of Differential Evolution and
alternative Evolutionary Algorithms to the problem of iterated prediction using recurrent neural networks.
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